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In this work we study some properties of comodules over Hopf algebras pos-
sessing integrals (co-Frobenius Hopf algebras). In particular we give a necessary
and sufﬁcient condition for a simple comodule to be injective. We apply the result
obtained to the classiﬁcation of representations of quantum groups of type A00.
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INTRODUCTION
The notion of integrals on Hopf algebras is motivated by the Haar inte-
gral on compact groups. In fact, the axiom of the Haar integral on a com-
pact group can be given in a purely algebraic way as a linear functional on
the algebra of representative functions on the group (which is a Hopf alge-
bra), satisfying an invariant property, which can be explained in terms of
the coproduct on the (Hopf) algebra of functions. One takes this axiom for
the deﬁnition of an integral on an arbitrary Hopf algebra over an arbitrary
ﬁeld.
Since the pioneering work of Sweedler [22], integrals on Hopf algebras
were studied by several authors, e.g., in [1, 4, 5, 19–21]. Among oth-
ers, Sweedler proved the existence and uniqueness up to a constant of a
(non-zero) integral on any ﬁnite-dimensional Hopf algebra. A theorem of
Sullivan states that if a non-zero integral exists on a Hopf algebra then it is
uniquely determined up to a constant. We shall also assume that “integral”
means “non-zero integral.”
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In representation theory of compact groups, one uses the Haar integral
to deduce the semisimplicity of representations. There is an analogue in
comodule theory of Hopf algebras. If a Hopf algebra possesses an inte-
gral which does not vanish at the unit element, then it is cosemisimple and
conversely, if all its comodules are semisimple then it possesses an inte-
gral which does not vanish at the unit element. However, the integral may
vanish at the unit element, which is equivalent to the non-cosemisimplicity
of the Hopf algebra. While there are many examples of non-cosemisimple,
ﬁnite-dimensional Hopf algebras, not so many inﬁnite-dimensional, non-
cosemisimple Hopf algebras with integrals are known. Moreover, a theorem
of Sullivan [21] states that a commutative Hopf algebra over a ﬁeld of char-
acteristic zero possesses an integral if and only if it is cosemisimple.
Some new examples of inﬁnite-dimensional, non-cosemisimple Hopf
algebras with integrals come from Lie supergroups and quantum (super)
group theory. In studying Haar measure on compact supergroups, Berezin
found a remarkable fact that the Haar measure exists but the whole vol-
ume of the supergroup with respect to this measure may vanish (see,
e.g., [3]). In other words, the function algebra on a compact supergroup
is an inﬁnite-dimensional Hopf superalgebra with integral, which may be
non-cosemisimple.
In [2] some new examples of non-cosemisimple Hopf algebras with inte-
gral are constructed.
In [9] the author showed that the Hopf algebras associated with certain
(non-even) Hecke symmetries (i.e., quantum groups of type A) were non-
cosemisimple, inﬁnite-dimensional Hopf algebras with integrals.
In studying representations of simple Lie superalgebras of classical type,
Kac found out that their irreducible representations splitted into two classes
of typical and atypical representations (see, e.g., [13]). It turns out that
there is an analogous notion for simple comodules over a Hopf algebra
with integral and the integral provides a necessary and sufﬁcient condition
for a simple comodule to be “typical” (called “splitting” in this work). This
is the main result of the ﬁrst part of this work. In the second part we
apply this result to studying representations of quantum groups of type
A00, i.e., Hopf algebras associated to Hecke symmetries of birank 1 1.
We classify irreducible representations of these quantum groups and using
the classiﬁcation result we are also able to classify the symmetries.
The work is brieﬂy divided into two parts. In Section 1 we recall some
deﬁnitions and known facts of integrals on Hopf algebras. Then we recall in
Section 2 the convolution product, which is given in terms of the integral,
making the Hopf algebra into a non-unital associated algebra. Using this
construction, we prove a key result in Theorem 2.3. In Section 3 we intro-
duce the notion of splitting comodules, which means injective, projective
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simple comodules. We provide in Theorem 3.1 a necessary and sufﬁcient
condition for a simple comodule to be a splitting comodule.
In the second part of the work, Section 4, we apply the result of the
ﬁrst part to Hopf algebras associated to Hecke symmetries of birank 1 1,
i.e., Hecke symmetries, whose associated quantum exterior algebras have
the Poincare´ series equal to 1 + at1 − bt−1 a b > 0. We show that
simple comodules of these Hopf algebras can be labeled by pairs of inte-
gers k l, where 0 0 is the trivial comodule, 1 0 is the fundamental
comodule, −1 0 is its dual, and the comodule labeled by k l is split-
ting iff k+ l = 0. We show that the dimension of a simple comodule is 2
or 1 depending on whether it is splitting or not. Using this we classify the
Hecke symmetries of birank 1 1. It turns out that a Hecke symmetry of
birank 1 1 should be deﬁned on a vector space of dimension 2. Accord-
ing to the classiﬁcation result of Hietarinta [12], there are no other than
those found by Manin [18] and Takeuchi and Tambara [23].
1. CO-FROBENIUS COALGEBRAS AND HOPF ALGEBRAS
We work over a ﬁeld k. Every tensor product if not explicitly indicated
means tensor product over k.
Let C be a coalgebra andM be a right C-comodule, the coaction of C on
M is denoted by ρ ρ M →M ⊗C, ρv = v0 ⊗ v1. Let C∗ = HomkCk
be the dual of C. Then C∗ is an algebra, acting on M from the left in the
following way φ ⇀ v = v0φv1. Analogously, if λ N → C ⊗N , λv =
v−1 ⊗ v0 is a left C-comodule, then it is a right C∗-module through the
action v ↼ φ = φv−1v0.
Thus, we have a functor from the category of right (left) C-comodules
into the category of left (right) C∗-modules, which can be easily seen to
be fully faithful and exact. A C∗-module may not be a C-comodule by the
above correspondence. C∗-modules induced from C-comodules are called
rational modules. Each left C∗-module M contains a unique maximal ratio-
nal submodule, denoted by ratM . Analogously, for a right C∗-module M , its
rational submodule will be denoted by Mrat.
Let M be a C-comodule. The map ρ M →M ⊗ C induces a map M∗ ⊗
M → C, which can be considered as a coalgebra homomorphism or as
a morphism of C-comodules, where C coacts on M∗ ⊗M on the second
tensor component. In the latter case, we shall use the notation M∗ ⊗M
to indicate that C coacts only on M . The image of M∗ ⊗M in C is called
the coefﬁcient space of M , denoted by f M.
Let M be a simple (left or right) C-comodule. The fundamental
theorem of comodules (saying that a ﬁnitely generated comodule is ﬁnite-
dimensional) implies that M is ﬁnite-dimensional. Let  = EndCM.
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Then, by Schur’s lemma,  is a division algebra over k and M is a vec-
tor space over . We have f M ∼= M∗ ⊗ M , as coalgebras [6]. Let
Mαα ∈  be the set of all isomorphism classes of simple C-comodules.
We deﬁne α = EndCMα and mα = dimαMα, dα =
√
dimkα. Note
that dα are positive integers and if k is algebraically closed then α = k,
∀α; i.e., dα = 1.
By deﬁnition, the socle of a comodule M is the sum of all its simple sub-
comodules. The sum is direct and is denoted by σM. The injective enve-
lope (or hull) of M is by deﬁnition an injective comodule M together
with a morphismM → M inducing an isomorphism σM → σM.
It is easy to see that the injective envelope of a simple comodule, if it exists,
is indecomposable. The following results can be found in [6].
1.1.
Let C be a coalgebra. Consider comodules over C.
(i) The injective envelope of any comodule exists uniquely.
(ii) C itself decomposes into indecomposable injective subcomodules
as follows
C ∼= ⊕
α∈
Mα⊕mα (1)
(iii) If C = ⊕λ∈Nλ is another decomposition of the same type then
for each α ∈ , the set λ ∈ Nλ ∼= Mα contains exactly mα elements.
A bilinear form b on C is called balanced if, for all φ ∈ C∗,
bx ↼ φ y = bxφ ⇀ y
Balanced bilinear forms on C are in 1–1 correspondence with right
C∗-modules homomorphism r C → C∗ by the formula rxy =
bx y and in 1–1 correspondence with left C∗-modules homomorphism
r C → C∗ by the formula lxy = by x.
A coalgebra is called left (right) co-Frobenius if there exists a left (right)
monomorphism of C∗-modules C → C∗. The following result is due to
Lin [14].
1.2.
If C is a left co-Frobenius coalgebra then:
(i) The injective cover of every ﬁnite dimensional right C-comodule
is ﬁnite-dimensional.
(ii) Every injective right C-comodule is projective.
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Let now H be a Hopf algebra. Then k is a left (right) H-comodule
by means of the unit map. A left (right) integral on H is a non-zero
H-comodule morphism H → k, where H is considered as left (right)
comodule on itself by means of the coproduct. Let
∫
r (resp.
∫
l) denote
a left (resp. right) integral on H, then we have
a1
∫
l
a2 =
∫
l
a (2)
∫
r
a1a2 =
∫
r
a (3)
∀ a ∈ H.
We need the following information on integrals [14].
1.3.
Let H be a Hopf algebra. The following conditions are equivalent.
(i) H possesses a left or a right integral.
(ii) H is left or right co-Frobenius as a coalgebra.
(iii) The injective envelope of a simple left or right comodule (hence
of any simple left or right comodules) is ﬁnite-dimensional.
Deﬁne bilinear form b bx y = ∫lxSy. Using the identity
h1
∫
l
h2Sg =
∫
l
hSg1g2 (4)
which follows immediately from the deﬁnition of
∫
l, we can easily show that
b is balanced. The following result is due to S¸tefan [20].
1.4.
Let H be a Hopf algebra with integral. Then the following facts hold.
(i) The bilinear form b is non-degenerate.
(ii) For any ﬁnite-dimensional H-comodule, dimkHomHHM =
dimk M .
In particular, we have
(i) the antipode is injective, and
(ii) there exists h such that
∫
lSh = 0. Since
∫
l ◦S satisﬁes (3), it is
a right integral on H.
In fact, we have a stronger statement for the antipode which is due to
Radford [19].
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1.5.
Let H be a Hopf algebra with integral. Then the antipode is bijective.
Assume for a moment that the ﬁeld k is algebraically closed. Let R be
the coradical of H; i.e., R = ⊕αf Mα, where Mαα ∈  is the set
of all simple left (or right) H-comodules. As we have seen in the pre-
vious section, f Mα ∼= Mmα∗, where Mmα is the matrix ring of
degree mα mα = dimkMα. Fix idempotents eα iα ∈  1 ≤ i ≤ mα
of the algebra Mmα. They can be considered as linear functionals on R
by deﬁning
eα if Mβ = 0 whenever α = β
A theorem of Sweedler–Sullivan [21], stating that there exists a coalgebra
projection H → R, implies that eα i can be extended on the whole H and
that
H↼ eα i resp. eα i ⇀ H is a right (resp. left) H-comodule
Consequently, we have a decomposition
H ∼= ⊕
α∈
1≤i≤mα
H ↼ eα i
of right H-comodules and an analogous one for left H-comodules.
On the other hand, it is easy to see that Mα ⊂ H ↼ eα i as right
H-comodules. Thus, comparing with the decomposition in 1.1, we have:
1.6.
Assume that the ﬁeld k is algebraically closed. Let eα i be linear func-
tionals given as above. Then
Mα ∼= H↼ eα i (5)
as right H-comodules.
LetM be a ﬁnite-dimensional rightH-comodule thenM∗ = HomkM , k
is also a right comodule with the coaction given by the equation
ρφx = φ0xφ1 = φx0Sx1 x ∈Mφ ∈M∗
The map ev M∗ ⊗M → k, φ⊗ x → φx is a morphism of H-comodules.
The pair (M∗, ev) is called a left dual to M; it is deﬁned uniquely up to
isomorphisms. There exists a monomorphism db k→M ⊗M∗, deﬁned by
the conditions ev ⊗ idM∗idM∗ ⊗ db = idM∗ and idM ⊗ evdb⊗ idM =
idM , which is also a comodule morphism. The notion of right dual is deﬁned
analogously; for instance, (M , ev) is the right dual to M∗.
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Thus, we see that the left dual to a ﬁnite-dimensional comodule always
exists. If the antipode is bijective then the right dual to any ﬁnite-dimensional
comodule also exists. We shall need the following isomorphism, given
by manipulating the morphism ev and db: for any ﬁnite-dimensional
comodule N ,
HomHM ⊗NP ∼= HomHMP ⊗N∗ (6)
HomHMN ⊗ P ∼= HomHN∗ ⊗MP (7)
Lemma 1.7. Let M be a ﬁnite-dimensional comodule over a coalgebra C.
Then we have:
(i) M is projective (resp. injective) if and only if it is projective (resp.
injective) in the category of ﬁnite-dimensional C-comodules;
(ii) If M∗ is projective (resp. injective) then M is injective (resp. pro-
jective);
(iii) If the antipode is bijective, then M is injective (resp. projective) iff
M∗ is projective (resp. injective).
Proof. (i) The proof is a routine application of Zorn’s lemma and is
left to the reader.
(ii) Eqs. (6) and (7) imply
HomHM∗N∗ ∼= HomHNM (8)
Thus, if M∗ is projective (resp. injective) then M is injective (resp. pro-
jective) in the category of ﬁnite-dimensional comodules. By (i), M is then
injective (resp. projective). (ii) is thus proved.
Assume that the antipode is bijective then we can also deﬁne right dual
to any ﬁnite-dimensional comodules. Since M is the right dual to M∗, (iii)
follows from a similar discussion.
2. INJECTIVE ENVELOPE AND PROJECTIVE COVER
We have seen in the previous section that the injective envelope M of
a simple comodule M over a Hopf algebra with integral H is indecompos-
able and projective; hence so is M∗, the dual comodule. A natural ques-
tion arises, how the socle of M∗ relates to M . This section is devoted to
this question. We show in Corollary 2.4 that the socle of M∗ is isomor-
phic to the tensor product of M∗∗∗ with a distinguished one-dimensional
comodule, introduced by Radford [19]. To do this, we use the convolution
product on H, given in terms of the integral H, equipped with this con-
volution product, is isomorphic to ratH∗ as non-unital algebras. The results
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preceeding Theorem 2.3 are known. We recall them in a slightly different
way for the sake of our convenience 4 19 24.
Deﬁne the following binary operation on H.
g ∗ h = h1
∫
l
h2Sg =
∫
l
hSg1g2 by 4
Using (4) we can easily check that ∗ is associative. ∗ is called convolution
product on H. Denote Hˇ = H ∗. Then Hˇ is a (non-unital) algebra. In
fact, Hˇ is isomorphic to ratH∗ as non-unital algebras through the Sweedler
map h→ ∫ h  g → ∫lgSh.
Let V be a right H-comodule. Then V is a left Hˇ-module by means of
the action
h ∗ v = v0
∫
l
v1Sh
The veriﬁcation again uses (4). Denote Vˇ = V ∗.
Let f  V → W be a homomorphism of right H-comodules; i.e., f v0 ⊗
f v1 = f v0 ⊗ v1. We have
h ∗ f v = f v0
∫
l
f v1Sh = f v0
∫
l
v1Sh = f h ∗ v
Thus f is a homomorphism of left Hˇ-modules. Conversely, if f is a homo-
morphism Vˇ → Wˇ , then we have, for all h ∈ H,
f v0
∫
l
f v1Sh = f v0
∫
l
v1Sh
By the non-degeneracy of the integral (1.4, (i)), we have
f v0 ⊗ f v1 = f v0 ⊗ v1
which means that f is a homomorphism of right H-comodules. Thus we
have
HomHˇVˇ  Wˇ  = HomHVW  (9)
An Hˇ-module V is called unital if for any element v ∈ V , there exists
(not uniquely) an element h ∈ H, such that h ∗ v = v. For example, if V
is an H-comodule then Vˇ is unital. Indeed, let v ∈ V . h ∗ v = v means
v0
∫
lv1Sh = v. From the non-degeneracy of the integral, we can choose
h such that
∫
lv1Sh = εv1. Whence we get h ∗ v = v.
Let V now be a unital H-module. We deﬁne a coaction of H on V as
follows. Let h ∈ Hˇ be such that v = h ∗ v. Set δˆv = h1 ∗ v⊗ h2. We show
that δˆ is independent of the choice of h, and that it is in fact a coaction
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of H on V . The independence of the choice of h means that, whenever
h ∗ v = 0, we have h1 ∗ v⊗ h2 = 0. Indeed, we have∫
l
h2Sgh1 ∗ v = g ∗ h ∗ v¯ = g ∗ h ∗ v = 0
for all g ∈ H. By the non-degeneracy of ∫l, we conclude that h1 ∗ v⊗h2 = 0.
The coassociativity and counital of δˆ are also checked directly using (4).
Moreover, denoting by V̂ the resulting H-comodule, we also have ˇ̂V ∼= V .
Thus we have deﬁned a functor ˆ from the category of unital Hˇ-modules
to the category of H-comodules, which is inverse to ˇ. It is obvious that
unital Hˇ-modules form a full subcategory of the category of Hˇ-modules.
Proposition 2.1 [4, Corollary 3.6]. The functors ˇ and ˆ are inverse to
each other. Hence the category of H-comodules and the category of unital
Hˇ-modules are equivalent as abelian categories.
We also need another action of Hˇ on a right comodule V of H, given by
h ◦ v = v0
∫
l
hSv1
The following calculation shows that ◦ is an action:
g ◦ h ◦ v = g ◦ v0
∫
l
hSv1 = v0
∫
l
gSv1
∫
l
hSv2
= v0
∫
l
(
hS
(∫
l
gSv1v2
))
= v0
∫
l
hSg1
∫
l
g2Sv1
= g ∗ h ◦ v
It is again easy to check that Vˇ = V ◦ is a left Hˇ-module.
Thus we have deﬁned another functor from the category of H-comodules
to the category of unital Hˇ-comodules. A natural question is whether this
functor has an inverse. Let V be a unital Hˇ-module. We are thus looking
for a coaction δ M →M ⊗H such that
v˙0
∫
l
gSv˙1 = g ∗ v
where
δv = v˙0 ⊗ v˙1 (10)
Assume for the moment that for each h ∈ H, there exists an element
Fh, such that, for any g ∈ H,∫
l
gSFh =
∫
l
hSg (11)
Note that if Fh exists for an element h, then it is uniquely determined,
thanks to the nondegeneracy of the integral. For v ∈ V , choose h ∈ H, such
that h ∗ v = v, and set
δv = h1 ∗ v⊗ Fh2 (12)
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Lemma 2.2. Assume that the map F , deﬁned by the condition in (11),
exists. Then the map δ deﬁned in (12) is a well-deﬁned coaction of H on V ,
satisfying the condition (10). Consequently, the functor ˙ and ˘ are inverse to
each other.
Proof. Let h ∗ v = v. Then, for any g ∈ H,
v˙0
∫
l
gSv˙1 = h1 ∗ v
∫
l
gSFh2 = h1 ∗ v
∫
l
h2Sg
= g ∗ h ∗ v = g ∗ v
Conversely, let V be an H-comodule. Then the coaction on ˙˘V is given as
follows. For v ∈ V , let h ∈ H be such that v0
∫
lhSv1 = v. Then
δ˙˘v = v0
∫
l
h1Sv1 ⊗ Fh2
We show that δ˙˘ = δ. First, notice that applying the coproduct on the equal-
ity v0
∫
lhSv2 = v we get v0 ⊗ v1 = v0 ⊗ v1
∫
lhSv2. Then, using (4),
we have, for all g ∈ H,
v0
∫
l
h1Sv1
∫
l
gSFh2 = v0
∫
l
h1Sv1
∫
l
h2Sg
= v0
∫
l
g2Sv1
∫
l
hSg1
= v0
∫
l
gSv1
∫
l
hSv2
= v0
∫
l
gSv1
which implies
v0 ⊗
∫
l
h1Sv1 ⊗ Fh2 = v0 ⊗ v1
The lemma is proved.
It turns out that the map F can be given in terms of a distinguished group
like element, introduced by Radford [19]. In fact, it is shown by Radford
that there exists a group like element γ in H, satisfying the condition∫
l
Sg =
∫
l
gγ−1
Set Fg = γS−2g. Then we have∫
l
gSFh =
∫
l
gS−1hγ−1 =
∫
l
hSg
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Composing the operations ˘ and ˆ on a simple comodule M we obtain
a new simple comodule ̂˘M , denoted by M•. The coaction of H on M• is
given by
δ•v = v0
∫
l
h1Sv1 ⊗ h2
with h given by condition v0
∫
lhSv1 = v. Let * be the one-dimensional
H-comodule, generated by γ. Then it is easy to check that M• ∼= *∗ ⊗M∗∗.
Theorem 2.3. Let H be a Hopf algebra with integral. Then for any simple
comodules Mα, Mβ
dimkHomMαM•β = δαβd2β
where d2β is the dimension over k of β = EndHMβ.
Proof. We ﬁrst assume that k is algebraically closed. LetMα be a simple
right H-comodule. Then M˘α is a simple left Hˇ-module. The action of Hˇ
on M˘α induces and Hˇ-module homomorphism π Hˇ → M˘α ⊗ M˘∗α, where
M˘α ⊗ M˘∗α = M˘⊕ dimk Mαα as Hˇ-modules. The isomorphism (9) shows that
π is a homomorphism of H-comodules
π H →M• ⊗ M•
since M•ˇ = M˘ .
On the other hand, H decomposes into the direct sum of its indecom-
posable injective subcomodules as in Section 1.6. For h ∈ H ↼ eβ j , i.e.,
h = eβ jg1g2 for some g ∈ H (eβ i is a linear functional as in Section 1.6),
and for v ∈ M˘α, we have
h ∗ v = v0eβ jg1
∫
l
g2Sv1 = v0
∫
l
gSv1eβ iv2
Thus, if α = β, h ∗Mα = 0, therefore, πh = 0. In other words, the
restriction of π on Mβ is zero, for β = α. Since π itself is non-zero, its
restriction of Mα should be non-zero. That is,
HomHMαM•α = 0 (13)
According to 1.4,
dimkHomHHM•α = dimk M•α (14)
Since H contains precisely mα = dimk Mα copies of Mα, we conclude
that
dimkHom
HMαM•α = 1 (15)
dimkHom
HMβM•α = 0 if α = β (16)
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Consider now the general case. Let k¯ be the algebraic closure of k. We
have β = EndHMβ splits over k¯ β ⊗k k¯ ∼=Mk¯dβ. For the extension
H = H ⊗k k¯, the comodule Mβ =Mβ ⊗k k¯ decomposes into a direct sum
of dβ exemplars of a simple H-comodule M ′β. Since Mβ = Mβ ⊗k k¯
remains a direct summand of H, it is an injective H-comodule. Therefore
Mβ is a direct sum of dβ exemplars of M ′β. Since, for α = β,
HomHM ′αM•′β  = 0
we have
HomHMαM•β = 0
Therefore, by virtue of Eq. (14) (which is valid on any ﬁeld),
dimkHomHMα⊕mαM•α = dimk Mα = d2αmα
Consequently
dimkHomHMαM•α = d2α
The theorem is proved.
Corollary 2.4. Let H be a Hopf algebra with integral. Then for any sim-
ple comodule M
M•∗ ∼= M∗
3. SPLITTING AND NON-SPLITTING COMODULES
Let H be a Hopf algebra and let M be a simple comodule over H.
M is called a splitting comodule, or a typical comodule, if M = M.
Since M is injective and hence projective, we see that M splits in any
comodule. This explains the term “splitting.” The term “typical” was used
by Kac for irreducible representations of Lie superalgebras with the above
property [13].
By virtue of conditions in Section 1.3, if a Hopf algebra possesses a split-
ting comodule then it possesses a non-zero integral. The converse statement
is not true. A Hopf algebra with integral need not necessarily possess a split-
ting comodule, e.g., the Sweedler, four-dimensional Hopf algebra [22]. The
aim of this section is to give a criterion for a simple comodule to be typical.
Let M now be a simple H-comodule. Consider the Hˇ-module M˘ given
by h ◦ v = v0
∫
lhSv1; it is simple on Hˇ. Hence, for every g ∈ M , the
homomorphism φg Hˇ → M˘ , h → h ◦ g is surjective. By virtue of (9),
this map is also the homomorphism of H-comodules H → M•. Thus, we
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have associated to each element g from M a comodule homomorphism
φg  H →M•, given by
φgh = g1
∫
l
hSg2
Theorem 2.3 ensures that the restriction of φg on f M remains
surjective.
Theorem 3.1. Let M be a simple H-comodule. Then M is a splitting
comodule if and only if the bilinear form bx y = ∫lxSy does not iden-
tically vanish on f M. In this case b is non-degenerate on f M.
Proof. As an H-comodule, f M decomposes into a direct sum of
copies of M . Fix such a decomposition. Assume that there exist g h ∈
f M, such that ∫lhSg = 0. Since f M is a direct sum of copies
of M , we can assume that g ∈M ⊂ f M and h belongs to another sub-
comodule of f M, isomorphic to M . The morphism φg, deﬁned above,
then the M onto M•. Consequently, M ∼= M•; hence, by Theorem 2.3, M
splits in M. Therefore, M = M; that is, M is splitting.
Assume that M is splitting, then f M = f M. Thus, the restric-
tion of φg on f M is surjective; hence there exists an h from f M
such that φgh = 0. The existence of such an h means that the bilinear
form bx y = ∫lxSy does not vanish identically on f M. Thus, we
have proved the ﬁrst part of the theorem.
Assume now that bx y does not vanish on f M. We prove that it
is non-degenerate on f M. Consider an element g ∈M ⊂ f M ⊂ H.
Let  g! be the comodule generated by g. According to the proof of
Theorem 2.3,  g! = f M ∗ g. Hence there exists an h ∈ f M such
that h ∗ g = ∫lgSh1h2 = 0.
On the other hand, ifM is splitting thenM ∼=M•. Hencef M ◦M =M .
Embedding M in f M, we can choose an element f ∈ M such that
εf  = 0. There exists an h ∈ f M such that f = h ◦ g = g0
∫
lhSg1.
We have 0 = εf  = ∫lhSg.
The proof is complete.
Thus, we see that if M is splitting then M ∼=M• ∼= *⊗M∗∗. If it appears
that M ∼= M∗∗, which is the case when H is coquasitriangular, then we
have M∗∗ ∼= * ⊗M∗∗, which implies M ∼= *∗ ⊗M . By deﬁnition of M∗,
there exists a morphism k → M ⊗M∗∗; hence, for any n ≥ 0, there exists
a morphism *⊗n →M ⊗M∗. Since M has a ﬁnite dimension over k, there
exists n, such that *⊗n ∼= k; in other words, γ is unipotent. If H is an
integral domain, this implies also that γ is equal to 1.
Corollary 3.2. Assume that the Hopf algebra H is an integral domain
and possesses a splitting comodule isomorphic to its double dual. Then the
spaces of left and right integrals on H coincide.
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The following lemma will be used in the next section.
Lemma 3.3. Let M be a simple H-comodule. Then M is splitting iff M∗
is splitting.
Proof. In fact, if M or M∗ is splitting then H has an integral; hence the
antipode is bijective, therefore Lemma 1.7 (ii) applies.
We now come to the question about how to deﬁne a simple comodule
from its injective envelope. For any g ∈ N , and H-comodule, we can deﬁne
a homomorphism φg Hˇ → N of H-comodules, h → h ∗ g = g0
∫
lg1Sh.
Thus, we obtain a linear correspondence g → φg, which is injective by the
non-degeneracy of the integral. On the other hand, according to Section 1.6,
the linear space of homomorphism from H → N has the dimension equal
to dimk N . Therefore, the correspondence above is one to one. In other
words, each homomorphism H → N has the form φg for some g ∈ N .
Consider a projection given in the ﬁrst section by an idempotent eα i.
Any such homomorphism can be given in terms of an element gαi in H.
Denote this homomorphism by φgαi . φgαi being surjective means that g
generates M as H-comodules.
Proposition 3.4. Let H be a Hopf algebra with integral. Then
(1) Any homomorphism from H to a comodule N can be given
as ψg h → g0
∫
lg1Sh. In particular, the primitive idempotent eα i in
H∗ deﬁning the injective envelope Mα of the simple comodule Mα can
be given in terms of an element gα i as follows eα ih =
∫
lhSgα i
(cf. [1, Lemma 3.2]).
(2) Indecomposable injective comodules are cyclic.
Fix an embedding of Mα into H. Then there exists a unique projection
of H on Mα mapping Mα identically into itself. This homomorphism,
according to the proposition above, is given in terms of a unique element
gα ∈ Mα. Thus, we have
Corollary 3.5. Let H be a Hopf algebra with integral. Fix a decompo-
sition H = Mα ⊕N as H-comodules. Then there exists a unique element
gα in Mα, generating this comodule and such that h ∗ g is equal to h for
all h ∈ Mα and is equal to 0 for h in N .
Notice that the choice of gα depends on the way of embedding Mα
into H. If, however, we consider f Mα, for which there exists a
unique embedding, repeating the above process we obtain a unique ele-
ment Gα in f Mα with analogous property.
From the general theory of socles, a comodule V is coideal (i.e., can be
embedded into H) if and only if its socle is coideal.
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Corollary 3.6. A comodule V which is ﬁnite-dimensional over k is
coideal if and only if V ∗ is cyclic.
Proof. If V is coideal then V  is a direct summand of H; hence V 
is a direct summand of H, therefore cyclic. Since V ∗ is a quotient of V ∗;
it is cyclic too.
Conversely, if V is cyclic then there exists a ﬁnite-dimensional (over k)
direct summand of H with a surjective map on V ; hence V ∗ can be embed-
ded in its dual which is also a direct summand of H, and thus is injective.
Simple comodules can be recovered from their injective envelopes as
follows.
Proposition 3.7. Let Mα be a simple comodule. Then Mα contains
a unique maximal subcomodule, which can be characterized as the union
of the kernels of non-invertible maps Mα → M•α of the form h →
g1
∫
lhSg2.
Proof. The maximal subcomodule of Mα is given as the kernel of
Mα → M•α. Thus it can be considered as the union of the kernels of
non-invertible homomorphisms f  Mα → M•α, since any such non-
zero map should have the image containing M•α. Embed Mα in H and
ﬁx a canonical generator gα. Then
f a = f a ∗ gα = a ◦ f gα
In other words, f is given in terms of h = f gα:
f h = h ◦ g = g1
∫
l
hSg2
The proof is complete.
4. SIMPLE REPRESENTATIONS OF QUANTUM
GROUPS OF TYPE A00
Quantum groups of type A00 are Hopf algebras, given in terms of Hecke
symmetries of birank 1 1. It is shown in [9] that on such a Hopf alge-
bra, integrals exist. Applying the criteria obtained in the previous section,
we study simple comodules of these Hopf algebras. Theorem 4.1 classiﬁes
all simple comodules. As a consequence, the Hecke symmetries are also
classiﬁed.
We begin with some deﬁnitions. Let V be a ﬁnite-dimensional vector
space over k, a ﬁeld of characteristic zero. An operator R V ⊗ V → V ⊗ V
is called a Hecke symmetry if R satisﬁes the Yang–Baxter equation
R⊗ idV idV ⊗ RR⊗ idV  = idV ⊗ RR⊗ idV idV ⊗ R
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the Hecke equation
R− idR− q · id = 0 q = 0
and is closed; that is, the operator P V ∗ ⊗ V → V ⊗ V ∗, called half dual
(half-adjoint) to R, given by
P = evV ⊗ idV⊗V ∗idV ∗ ⊗ R⊗ idV ∗idV ∗⊗V ⊗ dbV 
is invertible. We shall also assume that q is not a root of unity of degree
greater than 1.
Being given a Hecke symmetry, one can deﬁne the associated quan-
tum symmetric and antisymmetric tensor algebras as factor algebras of
the tensor algebra over V by the ideals, generated by ImR − q · id and
ImR+ id, respectively. It is shown that the Poincare´ series of these alge-
bras, i.e., the formal power series with coefﬁcients being dimensions of
homogeneous components of these algebras, are rational functions having
negative roots and positive poles [11].
A Hecke symmetry R is said to have birank 1 1 if the Poincare´ series
of the associated quantum symmetric tensor algebra has one pole and one
root, i.e., is of the form 1+ at1− bt−1 a b > 0.
The quantum group (quantum semigroup) associated to R is deﬁned
to be the Hopf algebra (bialgebra) universally coacting on the mentioned
above quantum symmetric and antisymmetric tensor algebras [17] (see
also [8]). They are denoted by H and E, respectively. The Yang–Baxter
equation for R implies that H and E are coquasitriangular Hopf algebra
and bialgebra, respectively. If R has birank 1 1, the associated quantum
group is called quantum group of type A00. Simple E-comodules can be
labeled by hook-partitions of the form m 1n, m ≥ 1 n ≥ 0 and the triv-
ial partition (0) [8, Theorem 2.3.2]. For simplicity we shall use the pair
mn to denote the partition m 1n and the pair 0 0 to denote the
trivial partition. The endomorphisms ring of a simple E-comodule is iso-
morphic to k. On the other hand, simple E-comodules are also simple as
H-comodules with the natural action induced from the inclusion E → H
[8, Theorem 2.3.5].
From now on, for simplicity we shall use a dot “·” to denote the tensor
product and a plus sign “+” to denote the direct sum, thus V n will mean
V ⊗n and n · V will mean V ⊕n. We shall also use the equal sign “=” to
denote an isomorphism.
Simple E-comodules Imn, associated to pairs mnm ≥ 1 n ≥ 0, are
given by the following rule. In 0 = Sn is the nth component of the quantum
symmetric tensor algebra over V , I1 n−1 = 2n is the nth component of the
quantum antisymmetric tensor algebra over V , n ≥ 1, I0 0 = k and the
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following decomposition rules are satisﬁed
Ip q · Imn = Im+p n+q + Im+p−1 n+q+1 (17)
for mp ≥ 1 n q ≥ 0. Particularly, we have V = I1 0, V ∗ = I−1 0.
Our aim is to associate to each pair mn of integers a simple H-
comodule and show that they furnish all simple H-comodules. Namely, we
shall prove
Theorem 4.1. Irreducible representations of a quantum group of type A00
are classiﬁed by pairs mn of integers with the following properties:
(1) Im 0 is the nth symmetric tensor, I1 n−1 is the nth antisymmetric
tensor, I0 0 = k, I∗mn = I−m−n, I1−1 is the super determinant. Imn is splitting
iff m+ n = 0.
(2) The tensor product of simple comodules obeys the following decom-
position rules:
(a) for any integers mn
Imn · I−1 1 = Im−1 n+1
(b) for any m > n > 0,
Im 0 · In 0 = Im+n 0 + Im+n−1 1
Im 0 · I−n 0 = Im−n 0 + Im−n+1−1
(c) for m = 0, the product Im 0 · I−m 0 = I1 0 · I−1 0 is injective and
indecomposable. It contains two exemplars of k and the comodules I1−1 and
I−1 1 in its decomposition series.
Proof. There will be several steps in the proof. In the ﬁrst step, we shall
show the existence of the integral on H.
It is proved in [9, Theorem 3.2], that if rankq R = 0, where rankq R is
the trace of the half-dual operator P , then HR possesses an integral. Thus,
in order to apply the results of the previous section, we have to show that
rankq R = 0. To do this we consider the Koszul complex of the second
type introduced by Manin [16] (see also 7 10 15). It is shown that, if
rankq R = −k− lq, then the complex
· · · −→ 2k · S∗l
dk l−→ 2k+1 · S∗l+1
dk+1 l+1−→ 2k+2 · S∗l+2 −→ · · ·
with the differential induced from the dual basis map ev : k → V · V ∗, is
exact 7 15.
Notice that, according to (17), (6), and (7), for mp ≥ 1 and n q ≥ 0,
HomHIp q Im+p n+q · I∗mn = k
EndHIm+p n+q · I∗mn = EndHIm+p n+q · Imn = 2 · k
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Therefore, denoting I−m−n = I∗mn, we have, for p q ≥ 1, m ≥ 1, n ≥ 0,
Ip q + Ip+1 q−1 ⊂ Im+p n+q · I−m−n (18)
and Im+p n+q · I−m−n does not contain any other simple E-comodule.
Assume that rankq R = 0. Then the complex
0 −→ k d00−→ I1 0 · I−1 0
d11−→ I1 1 · I−2 0
d11−→ · · · (19)
is exact. We have, for n > m ≥ 1,
In 1 · I1m−1 · I−m 0=In+1m + Inm+1 · I−m 0
⊃ 2 · In−m+1m + In−mm+1 + In−m+2m−1
(20)
Thus, multiplying (19) with In 1, we have a diagram
In1 2 ·In1+In−12+In+10 2 ·In−12+In−23+In1 ···
% ⋂ ⋂
0−→In1 −→ In1 ·I10 ·I−10 −→ In1 ·I11 ·I−20−→ ···
(21)
The exactness of the lower complex and the remark following (18) imply
that Sn+1 = In+1 0 = 0, contradicting the assumption on the Poincare´ series.
Thus we have rankq R = 0.
As a consequence, the Hopf algebra H possesses an integral and the
formula for the integral in [9, Sect. 5] implies that Imn, and hence I−m−n,
m ≥ 1, n ≥ 0, are all splitting, except for I0 0 = k. Therefore, by means
of the two isomorphisms preceding (18), the inclusion in (18) is in fact an
isomorphism: for p qm ≥ 1 n ≥ 0,
Im+p n+q · I−m−n = Ip q + Ip+1 q−1 (22)
The second step is to deﬁne the comodules I−1 1 and I1−1.
Consider the sequence (19). Since rankq R = 0, I1 0 · I−1 0 = V · V ∗ con-
tains two exemplars of k in its composition series but only one as subcomod-
ule. Let M = V · V ∗/k, then the homomorphism V · V ∗ → k factorizes
through k to a homomorphism M → k. Dualizing this we get a sequence
k→M∗ → V · V ∗. Since
HomHk I1 1 · I−2 0 ∼= HomHI2 0 I1 1 = 0&
that is, k cannot be a subcomodule of I1 1 · I−2 0, Imd1 1 = k. From (21),
we see that Ker d2 2  k. Let N = V · V ∗/Ker d2 2. Then N is a factor
comodule ofM , which is different from k andM . Therefore V · V ∗ contains
at least four simple comodules in its composition series. There cannot be
more than four modules, as on the left-hand side of (20); there are four
simple comodules. Denote by A and B the two simple subcomodules, that
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are different from k. Since V · V ∗ is self dual, either A and B are both self
dual or B is dual to A.
Using (22), we have
I2 1 · I−1 0 · I1 0 = 2 · I2 1 + I1 2 + I3 0
Thus, we can assume that I2 1 ·A = I1 2 and I2 1 · B = I3 0. Using (double)
induction we can easily show that
Imn ·A = Im−1 n+1 Imn · B = Im+1 n−1 (23)
for all m ≥ 2 n ≥ 1. Using the fact, that M ·M∗ contains k as a subcomod-
ule, for any comodule M , we deduce that A = B∗ and A · B = k. Deﬁne
I1−1 = B, I−1 1 = A. Thus
I1−1 · I−1 1 = I0 (24)
Imn · I1−1 = Im+1 n−1 (25)
Imn · I−1 1 = Im−1 n+1 (26)
for all m ≥ 2 n ≥ 1. Dualizing these equalities, we obtain
I−m−n · I1−1 = I−m+1−n−1 (27)
I−m−n · I−1 1 = I−m−1−n+1 (28)
for all m ≥ 2 n ≥ 1.
Consider now
I1 1 · I1 0 · I−1 0 = I2 1 + I1 2 · I−1 0
= I1 1 + I2 0 + I1 2 · I−1 0
The left-hand side contains simple comodules I1 1 · I1−1 and I1 1 · I−1 1.
Using previous results, we have HomI1 1 · I1−1 I1 1 = 0, HomI1 1 ·
I1−1 I1 2 · I−1 0 = 0. We therefore conclude that
I1 1 · I1−1 = I2 0
and thus
I2 0 · I−1 1 = I1 1
We are now at the stage to associate to each pair mn of integers a
simple comodule Imn. Note that for m = 1 n ≥ 0 or m ≤ 1 n ≤ 0, we have
already deﬁned Imn. We call smn = m+ n the total degree of the pair
mn. Thus, there can be three possibilities: smn > 0< 0, or = 0. If
smn = 0, i.e., m = −n, set
Im−m = Im1−1
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If smn = 0, set
Imn = Im+n 0 · I−n n
Using (24–28), it is easy to see that the newly deﬁned comodules are
compatible with the predeﬁned comodules and that these comodules are
all simple. We want to ﬁnd the formula for the tensor product of these
comodules and deduce from this formula that these comodules furnish all
simple H-comodules.
Let mn and p q be pairs of integers. Our aim is to decompose
Imn · Ip q—the main role played here is the total degree. There can be
three possibilities
(1) either m+ n or p+ q is equal to zero;
(2) m + n and p + q are both different from zero but their sum is
zero;
(3) m+ n and p+ q and m+ n+ p+ q are all different from zero.
1. If m+ n = 0 then Imn = Im1−1; hence
Im−m · Ip q = Ip+mq−m (29)
2. If m + n + p + q = 0 and m + n = 0, using (24–28), we can
assume n = p = 0. Thus m = −p. We claim that
Im 0 · I−m 0 = I1 0 · I−1 0 (30)
Indeed, I∗m 0 = I−m 0; hence Im 0 · I−m 0, contains k as subcomodule. More-
over, this comodule is injective. On the other hand, I1 0 · I−1 0 is the injec-
tive envelope of k; therefore (cf. [6]) it is a subcomodule of Im 0 · I−m 0,
∀m ≥ 0. Multiplying these comodules with Im 1 we get the same comodule.
Whence we conclude (30).
3. If m+ n, p+ q, m+ n+ p+ q are all non-zero, dualizing if
necessary, we can assume m+ n+p+ q > 0. Using (24–28), we can assume
n = q = 0. Assume m > p; thus m > 0. One is led to compute Im 0 · Ip 0.
If p > 0, the formula is already known (cf. 17 and 18). Assume p < 0 and
set k = −p, then k > 0 and m > k. We consider two cases: m− k ≥ 2 and
m− k = 1. If m− k ≥ 2, then, according to (24–28),
Im 0 · I−k 0 = I1−1 · Im−1 1 · I−k 0
= I1−1 · Im−k−1 1 + Im−k 0
= Im−k 0 + Im−k+1−1 (31)
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In the case m− k = 1, we show that
Im 0 · I−m+1 0 = I1 0 + I2−1 (32)
We have
HomI1 0 Im 0 · I−m+1 0 = HomI1 0 · Im−1 0 Im 0
= k
Remember that I2−1 = I1−1 · I1 0 and that I2−1 is also simple; hence
HomI2−1 Im 0 · I−m+1 0 = HomI1−1 · I1 0 Im 0 · I−m+1 0
= HomI1 0 · Im−1 0 I−1 1 · Im 0
= k
Thus Im 0 · I−m+1 0 contains I1 0 and I2−1 as subcomodules. On the other
hand, multiplying both sides of (32) with Im+2 1, we get an equality. There-
fore (32) is proven. The proof is complete.
The classiﬁcation obtained above also allows us to classify Hecke symme-
tries of birank 1 1. The crucial point here is to compute the dimension of
simple comodules. Since I1−1 · I−1 1 = I0 0 = k, I1−1 is one-dimensional.
On the other hand, assuming that the Poincare´ series of the quantum anti-
symmetric algebra 2 is 1 + at1 − bt−1 with a b > 0, we can compute
the dimension of comodules Imn, m ≥ 1 n ≥ 0,
dimk Imn = ambn + am−1bn+1
According to (25), we have a = b. On the other hand, computing the dimen-
sion of I1 0 · I−1 0 in two ways we obtain a+ b = 4. Therefore a = b = 2;
that is, dimk V = 2. That means, a Hecke symmetry of birank 1 1 should
be deﬁned on a vector space of dimension 2. According to the classiﬁcation
result of Hietarinta [12] on solutions to the Yang–Baxter equation of dimen-
sion 2, there are only two families of such operators. The ﬁrst one is two-
paramenteric, found by Manin [18]; the second one is one-paramenteric,
found by Takeuchi and Tambara [23].
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